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Automatic vehicle License Plate Recognition (LPR) is an important 
research project in Intelligent Transportation System (ITS), and also a key 
technique to realize intelligent transportation management. This project has 
high potential value in application while it is technically very challenging. 
Fruitful research results have been achieved though; there are still many 
challenges in implementing this technique in the applications now. However, 
efforts are not spared so far.  
This paper focuses on the further research work on the key technology for 
pre-processing of automatic vehicle LPR. Based on the results of related 
research work both at domestic and from abroad, a novel algorithm suitable 
for industrial application was introduced. It is meant to be the preface of lower 
recognition error, faster recognition algorithm in the future.  
This paper focuses on two core questions: License Plate Location and 
Character Segmentation.  
The license plate gray image has two main texture features: the distinct 
contrast of license plate area, the character vertical connectivity. Based on 
texture analysis, we developed an effective license plate location algorithm. 
The algorithm can avoid the effect of illumination factor while locating by 
color feature, and it's universal for locating license plate.   
Based on the prior knowledge such as the characteristic of the characters 
in license plate, we developed a character segment algorithm which can 
overcoming the difficult problem of character area disconnection or 
conglutination when stroke rupture or image blur.  The algorithm, which is 
different from conventional ways such as area combination and area segment, 
is simple and quick for character accurate segment.  















show that it has higher adaptability. After some improvement it can be used in 
industrial application.  
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第 1章  绪论 















美国于 1978年由联邦高速公路局委托 E.E. Hilbert、C. Carl、W. Gross、
G.R. Hanson、M.J. Olasaby及 A.R. Johnson发展宽域检测系统（Wide Area 
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图 1.1  样本点的布设 
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